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• Our project
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• Curriculum futures

Our Project
• New Bachelor of Industrial Design (ID) Program
at a women’s-only College of Design at a Saudi
university
• Program of five years
- The first year’s curriculum is generic for all
students in the departments of Graphic
Design, Interior Design and the proposed
new Industrial Design
- The curriculum for years 2-5 is program
specific
• Our team wrote the curriculum for the ID
specific program
- Team consisted of experts in ID, curriculum
design, languages and cultures, higher
education

Curriculum Design
• OBE/
Constructive
Alignment
(Biggs, 1999)
• Bloom’s et al
(1956)
• Design
Thinking / Codesign

Design Thinking
In the design studio

(MacKenzie, Muminovic & Oerlemans, 2017)

Design Thinking
In our project

Approached
to design
curriculum

Explore options and possibilities,
research what it might look like,
understand the needs of the
client
Global benchmarking
exercise

Co-create
design
curriculum

Design
Thinking
• A global benchmarking
exercise on design
education
• 60 top design schools
• Six representative
examples of 3, 4 and 5year UG programs
• Read more Montana
Hoyos et al. 2016

Co-Creating

Curriculum Decisions
• Smith and Lovat (2003) describe curriculum
development comprehensively as involving
decisions about
- the knowledge that is considered worth
learning
- the most appropriate processes and conditions
for learning
- the practical outcomes of learning, and
- the means of assessing them
◦ (cited in Roberts, 2014)

Design Thinking
Overcoming the challenges posed
Initial
Curriculum
mapping

Curriculum
content
decision

First units
of study
Samples
(T6)

Understanding
the NCAAA
documents

Draft of all
units of
study (T6)

Administrative
details of the
units of study

Interpreting
Bloom!

Re-writing
all units of
study (T6)

What is
Knowledge?
(Boyer, 1990)

…

Curriculum as Experienced
• Title of course of study: “I feel like industrial design would work more because you
know how the people are here. They're more into science and engineering, so when
they see the name product design they will just think - - - it's just art and stuff.
(Student Year 2)
• Favourite unit of study: “So far by just studying studio, I've learned so many stuff; not
just considering the industrial design. For example, in this whole term I did three
interviews where I interviewed other people. I researched, I designed, I sketched; I
did basically everything that anyone needs to learn”. (Student Year 2)
• Understanding Design process: “And we're now in the final stage in designing
the - Yes, with just the convergence” (Student Year 2)

Curriculum as Experienced
• Favourite unit of study: “Design studio – how it compiles all of these courses
together.” (Student Year 3)
• “What I like the most is the progress, like, I’ve seen myself grow, like in this like –
yeah, during the semesters and the other thing, I’ve seen myself really progress like - - ” (Student Year 3)
• Future career prospects: “I think I will start in a company to get some experience and
maybe I will start my own business or my own” (Student Year 3)
• “Actually, I have an idea about the post-graduate program in the UK and it was really
interesting and for now my target is to involve in design engineering.” (Student Y 3)
• “I think I would practise in the automotive company” (Student Year 3)

Curriculum Futures
• 2017 review of curriculum
• Staff interviews:
- “actually thank you for designing such a really amazing curriculum and really we - - - Everyone is,
like, very jealous about it. I have to say that. We have, like, a really nicely done particular program
and learning outcomes.” (ID QA Staff Member)

• “I think now it has a bigger, bigger, bigger chance than the previous time. …Because if
you know about the vision of 2030” (Student Year 3)
• “Actually, now we are starting, now we are creating the future” (Student Year 3)
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